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Swimming Starts

With New Record

Two new Games Records were set during the opening day of the Swimming events
of the XIII Games of the Small States of Europe. Fourteen-year-old Sarah Rolko from
Luxembourg finished the Women’s 200m Backstroke semifinal with 2:20.13, breaking
the previous record of 2:20.85, held by Iceland’s Eydis Konradsdottir from 1999. In the
Women’s 100m Freestyle semifinals, Ragnheidur Ragnarsdottir from Iceland set a new
Games Record with 56.53, bettering the time of 57.57 by Lara Heinz of Luxembourg
from 2003.
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1. Cyprus

12

15

6

33

2. Iceland

9

6

4

19

3. Luxembourg

8

2

9

19

4. Monaco

1

6

4

11

5. Andorra

1

4

1

6

6. Malta

1

-

5

6

7. San Marino

1

-

3

4

8. Liechtenstein

-

-

4

4
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Father And Daughter
Secure Cyprus’ First medals
Andreas Constantinou won the gold and Marilena the silver

W

hile Marilena Costantinou
was not able to secure a
gold medal this morning
in women’s air rifle her
father Andreas Costantinou managed to
claim Cyprus’ first gold medal in men’s air
riffle in the XIII Games of the Small States
of Europe. After competing in standard
air rifle the Cypriot champion breezed
through with 576/600, while Eric Lanza
followed closely behind him by two points
(574/600) William Vella from Malta came
third in the finals with 570/600 and our
compatriot Alexandros Patsalides came
fourth with 564/600. In the finals Andreas Costantinou appeared calm and
collective and achieved the best results
(101.0). With a total of 677.0 managed to
secure first place and his first gold medal
in the GSSE. He had previously claimed
two bronze medals (in 2001 in San Marino and in 2003 in Malta) Lanza from
Monaco claimed second place after securing 673.3 (574+99.3) and Vella from
Malta came in at third place with 668.8
(570+98.8). Alexandros Patsalides came
in fourth with 663.3.2 (564+99.2) Christensen and Johnson from Iceland claimed
the last two places with 642.1 and
601.2.

Cyprus Secures 800th Medal

Cyprus’ Marilena Constantinou missed
out on the gold medal on Tuesday by 0.2
of a second in the air rifle event of the
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XIII Games of the Small States of Europe.
First place went to Carole Calmes of Luxembourg whilst the bronze medal was
sealed by Liechtenstein’s Julia Kaiser. Local champion Fani Theofanous, in her
tenth GSSE appearance, ended up
fourth.
Marilena Constantinou’s winning
medal was the 800th for Cyprus in the
history of the Games. In the 12 previous
competitions, the island had finished
with 304 golds, 253 silvers and 242
bronzes out of a winning total of 799
medals. The silver medal that was won
in the first day final of the Games will
go down in history.
After a good performance, Constantinou was the frontrunner going into the
final with a score of 393/400, three
points ahead of second place Calmes
who scored had 389/400. But the nerves
began to show for the Cypriot representative in the final event in contrast

to the confident Luxembourg shooting
athlete who was edging closer towards
her.
Even until the last shot, Constantinou
was battling tooth-and-nail in first place
but was eventually undone in the tenth
shot. Calmes’ low-firing score of 9.3 was
just about enough to knock off Constantinou’s disappointing return of 8.6 and
the Cypriot surrendered first place and
the gold to her Luxembourg opponent.
Calmes, who scored 100.2 in the final
round for a total of 489.8, was enough
to see off the challenge of Constantinou
who scored a total of 498.6 after a disappointing score of 96.6 in the final
round. Kaiser came in third with her
score of 100.3 in the final round and
487.3 overall to take the bronze medal
whilst Cyprus’ other representative, Theofanous, came in fourth with her final
score of 478.8 after striking a score of
97.8 in the final round.
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Women’s Volleyball

Winning

for
Iceland,

Start
Women’s Basketball

Great premiere

San Marino

for Malta!

Malta made the surprise by easily winning (6953) the team from Island, which was the favourite to get the gold medal

T

he women basketball team from
Malta made an impressive start
at the 13th Small States Games,
winning by 69-53 the team
from Iceland, which was the favourite to
get the gold medal of the event. An Australian with Maltese roots, Rebecca
Brincat Thoresen, was nominated MVP
of the game, leading her team to an

basically on the 3rd period, when they
decreased the difference from the team
from Malta to 2-3 points. Eventually,
during the 4th period and mainly during
the last five minutes, Malta dominated
and worthily won the match.

An Australian with
Maltese roots, Rebecca Brincat Thoresen,
was nominated MVP
of the game, leading
her team to an unexpected success
unexpected success. Thoresen “stopped”
at 32 points, gathered ten rebounds,
gave 5 passes and stole the ball three
times, in an impressive one-woman
show! Another star from Malta, Josefin
Grima, scored 11 points and gathered six
rebounds, while Loreta Eloul finished the
match having scored 15 points and five
rebounds. The team from Iceland started
the match in low rhythm, however, they
came back more dynamically and determined. The great come back happened

Ten minute periods: 12-18,
24-32, 38-40, 53-69.

I

celand and San Marino won
their first games in Women’s
Volleyball at the XIII Games
of the Small States of Europe
against Luxemburg and Liechtenstein respectively. Iceland seems
capable to go for glory in this year's
Games. On Tuesday, the girls won
the game against Luxemburg unexpectedly easily in straight sets, 3-0.
To do so, they relied on their strong
service and reception, both of which
the Luxemburgians lacked. Sets: 2520, 25-19, 25-16.San Marino had a
hard time against Liechtenstein
only during the third set, winning it
by 26-24. That gave the San Marinese the win, as they had also taken
the first two sets by 25-17 and 2519. Attending the game was Princess Nora of Liechtenstein with her
delegation. A moment of silence
was held before the game of San
Marino against Liechtenstein, in
memory of San Marino’s Alessandro
Casadei, who tragically died in May
2009 on a motorbike accident. On
Wednesday, Iceland plays against
Liechtenstein (09:00) and Cyprus
against San Marino (11:15).
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Second day

Highlights
The Games have begun and
from the very first day, you
can clearly understand that
all the events will show great
interest. The athletes defied
the heat and gave their best.
Enjoy the photo material.
Great action at all events of
the XIII GSSE.
Intense competition and Fair
Play from all the athletes participating at the Games.
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Gymnastics

Two Golds And one Bronze

For Cyprus In Gymnastics
Cyprus took off to the best possible start
with women’s single and team gymnastics
in the XIII Games of the Small States of
Europe claiming two gold and one bronze
medasl. Antonia Georgiou stood at the
higher step on the podium after claiming a
gold medal with 50,800 points in women’s
single, while Athena Stavrinaki – Panayi
secured third place with 48,800 points and
a bronze medal. Run Fridda Einarsdottir

from Iceland claimed a silver medal with
49,200 points. Cyprus secured the gold
medal in women’s team gymnastics after
accumulating a total of 150,750 points.
Iceland claimed the silver medal with
144,450 points and Malta secured bronze
with 128,100 points. Cyprus’ team comprised of Marilena Georgiou, Athena Stavrinaki – Panayi, Nikoleta Dimitriou, Antonia Georgiou and Chysia Dimitriadou.

Cyprus secured the gold
medal in women’s team
gymnastics after accumulating a total of 150,750 points

Iceland: First Gold In The Hammer Throw
Iceland’s Bergur Ingi Petursson
smashed the Games of the Small
States of Europe record in his first
attempt of the Hammer Throw event
on Tuesday.
The Icelander’s record throw, in the
first contest of the Games’ track and
field event, reached 70.60m beating
the previous record currently held by
his fellow countryman Gudmundur
Karlsson in the Malta Games of 1993.
Petursson’s gold was the first for his
country in the current competition
leaving Cypriots’ Petros Sofianos
(64.38m) and Michalis Kolokotronis
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(56.76m) a distant second and third
respectively.
“I threw what was needed to win”,
said winner Petursson afterwards. “I
am, however, disappointed because I
had a long throw of 75m which I was
informed was a failed attempt. I cannot
understand why. I cannot explain it.”
The Icelandic team has appealed the
ruling requesting that the decision be
reexamined. The 24-year-old Hammer
Throw athlete had this year scored a
distance of 73m in Halle, Germany. His
personal best is 74.48m, a distance he
threw last year.

“I don’t know how far I will throw
this year. It depends on various things.
Now I will look towards some meetings
in Europe and some small games in
Iceland but my big target is the World
Championships in Berlin this August”,
said Petursson who will remain in Cyprus until Friday.
The Icelandic champion was quick to
point out, however, that his stay
wouldn’t be for leisure. “On the contrary, I will be training hard. It’s a good
place for training but unfortunately,
Cyprus is a little far from Iceland for
me to visit regularly for training.”
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Women’s Beach Volley

Two wins for
Luxemburg and
Cyprus

Men’s Volley Ball

San Marino and Cyprus to the
Semi-Finals

Y

esterday, we had the premier at Men Beach Volley
games, and Cyprus won with
Paris Christofi and Georgios
Platritis. During the first game of the
first group, the Cyprus
team won the team
from Luxembourg by
2-0 set (21-16, 21-13).
During the second
game in the same
group, one of the favourites, the team of
San Marino, with twin
brothers Alfredo and
F r a n s e s c o Tab a r i n i
needed only 29 minutes in order to achieve
victory by 2-0 set (2112, 21-12) over Malta.
The most uncertain game was the
third in the row game, in the frame of
the second group, between Lichten-

stein and Iceland (2-0), where Brynjar
Petursson and Einar Sigurdsson from
Iceland, fought for both sets (21-17,
21-18). Finally, the twin from Lichtenstein, Von Deichmann and Wachter,
won the longest so far
game, in 44 minutes.
The first round of the
second group was completed with the game
between Monaco and
Andorra, where Andorra
won by 1-2 set (11-21,
21-15, 11-15 in 49 minutes). The program of the
first sport day in the
men’s category ended
with the completion of
the second round of the
first group. Yesterday, at 17:15, San
Marino won Luxembourg by 2-0 (2108, 21-09) and Cyprus won Malta by
2-0 (21-12, 21-11).

The wins of Luxemburg, Monaco and
Cyprus at yesterday morning’s Women
Beach Volley Games were relatively
easy, since the three teams dominated
clearly with 2-0 set over their
opponents. During the first game, the
girls from Luxemburg, Schneider and
Zambon prevailed over Lichtenstein’s
Mahr-Walser and it took 37 minutes to
win them by 21-14 and 21-16.
During the second game, Muratore
and Van Klaveren from Monaco (the
twin that had won the Gold Medal
during the last GSSE) won the team of
Iceland Jonsdottir- Sigmundsdotti, 2-0
set by 21-16 and 21-14 in 35
minutes.
In the third game, Cyprus with the
young team of Mariota Aggelopoulou
and Manolina Constantinou easily won
Contreras and Garcia Aguirre by 2-0
set, 21-5 and 21-8 in 31 minutes. It is
worth mentioning that, that specific
game ended at 55 points, the least from
all six games that took place until
yesterday noon.
On the contrary with the men’s games,
there are six countries competing in the
women’s games in one group and the
top four will compete again and try to
win one of the medals.
First day’s program completed
yesterday afternoon with more two
games. Luxemburg won Monaco by 2-0
(21-15, 12-15) and Cyprus won Icelandwith the same score (21-14, 21-18).
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Men’s Basketball

Cyprus, Iceland and Andorra
won their opponents
Iceland was the «queen» of the match against the team of Malta

Cyprus, Iceland and Andorra easily dominated over Luxembourg,
Malta and San Marino respectively, and this is proven by the
results of these three games.

The match was basically a
monologue, since the basketball players from Andorra were
clearly better

Cyprus - Luxemburg (80-57)

Iceland - Malta (93-53)

Andorra - San Marino (79-47)

The National Team of Cyprus started its
efforts at the 13th GSSE on the right
foot by easily winning the team of Luxemburg (80-57). Christos Stylianides,
with excellent coaching skills gave the
right guidance to his team, achieving in
the way the desirable outcome.
Ten minute periods: 21-13, 36-30,
58-42, 80-57.

Iceland was the «queen» of the match
against the team of Malta. The players
representing Ice
land played like a team and with high
accuracy at three point shots managed
to achieve a great victory. The score
(93-53) shows the great difference in
the standard of the two teams.
Ten minute periods: 29-13, 54-20,
74-34, 93-53

Andorra also had an «easy» day against
the team of San Marino (79-47) for the
first round of the basketball events in the
men’s category. The match was basically
a monologue, since the basketball players
from Andorra were clearly better and
won as if as they were making warmingup.
Ten minutes periods: 20-7, 39-17,
61-32, 79-47.
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